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A compilation by Elizabeth Walker and Phyllis Novak with contributions from Dionne Falconer and Rose Gutierrez

SKETCH Working Arts  2014
This Guide is part of a Took Kit that was created with contributions from women, youth participants, staff,
directors and artists of SKETCH, as a result of a 30-month project entitled
Inspiration Tag! Teasing Out the Strands of Violence
• Training and application of Gender Based Analysis to the SKETCH engagement framework
in community arts with young people living on the margins.
This project was supported generously by The Status of Women Canada

Companion documents are the
SKETCH Needs Assessment 2012, Final GBA Evaluation Report, June 2013, by Dionne Falconer, DA
Falconer and Associates Inc. and ARTify GBV – an arts based Train-the-Trainer Curriculum
These documents are available for download on www.sketch.ca
Many thanks to Dionne Falconer of DA Falconer and Associates Inc.
and to Elizabeth Walker for their guidance and commitment to this project for SKETCH
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When we refer to “women” in this document and at
SKETCH we recognize and acknowledge that there
is a gender spectrum in which women can selfidentify as cis gender, trans*gender or anywhere
along that spectrum.

Introduction
This toolkit is meant as a resource to promote and support community arts and youth organizing
agencies and projects, to integrate a Gender Based Analysis (GBA) framework to all elements of
the work, to build collective capacity to build more inclusive, vibrant and effective engagement
with community members through the arts. A part of building that inclusion and vibrancy is
explicit recognition that violence (individual and systemic) is endemic to all our communities and
have had a huge impact on members, and that often, programs and structures are developed that
perpetuate violence and continue to oppress particularly those, who live life on the margins. Our
field has yet to set a strong precedent of equity and anti-violence in our work in marginalized
communities. We need to keep creating and sharing tools with one another to ensure that our
work is restorative and inclusive.
As Community Engaged Arts organizations, projects, initiatives, artists or facilitators, we can play a
unique role in how we collaborate together with diverse stakeholders that make up communities.
We can create positive change and to ultimately generate capacity among members to amplify
needs and gifts in communities toward realizing greater equity, fairness, and vibrancy.
Paramount to our practice as those engaging in the arts with young people on the margins, is a
strong commitment to seeking and building equity and practicing anti-oppression in all ways
possible, including restoring dignity, power and opportunities to those who have been impacted
by violence and oppression. At SKETCH we have been embracing this work as vocational. We
have a strong commitment to partner with all genders to recognize, illuminate and creatively
overcome the impacts of violence against all genders through arts based engagement. Violence in
great degrees, to women and girls living homeless and on the margins, has propelled us to
wholeheartedly embrace the application of Gender Based Analysis to all aspects of our
organization and programming. We have been training, learning and redesigning for the last two
years and want to share our learning’s with you in the hopes that you will join us in equipping the
community arts field to engage more effectively with young people to create the kind of world we
all want to live in together – one that is committed to ending violence against women and girls
certainly, and also to all young people who experience violence along the gender spectrum.
Applying a GBA framework enables and ensures the inclusion of the diverse lived realities in
communities as their members engage in community engaged arts activities. Our hope is that this
toolkit supports staff, management, volunteers, independent community artists and youth
organizers in projects and organizations, to be more effective in assessing, designing, producing
and evaluating, informed and equity-seeking community arts activities in making systemic change
reducing violence against women and increasing women’s equality and opportunities.
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Background
SKETCH, an 18-year old community arts enterprise, originated as a Community Arts project,
engaging young women, street-involved and homeless, as a strategy that addressed issues around
drug use, violence against women and poverty reduction. After two years of practice in projects
with young women, we began to expand arts programs for all youth living homeless. Throughout
its 18 years, SKETCH developed a highly effective Arts-Based progressive learning framework of
youth engagement. Over the years, in our core drop in style programming, we observed that a
disproportional number of young men were more active in SKETCH programming as compared to
young women. These observations lead us to ask where the young women were and why had we
not been successful in engaging broader numbers of them?
SKETCH embarked on Inspiration Tag! Teasing out the Strands of Violence, a 30-month project
funded by the Status of Women Canada. The purpose of this project was to critically examine
systemic barriers that existed within SKETCH and in its ‘service delivery model’ (or framework of
engagement). This examination led to the development and application of a Gender Based
Analysis (GBA) to SKETCH programs and all parts of its organization with the goal of improving
access and quality of services/programs for diverse, young, women living street-involved and/or
homeless. Through this initiative, SKETCH strove to achieve 3 main goals:
•
•
•

To increase its reach and retention of women from further marginalized communities
including, Indigenous, Aboriginal, disabled, immigrant, and trans* women;
To strengthen the engagement and rate of success among diverse young women’s
communities;
To address systemic barriers through the creation of policies, procedures and program
practices at SKETCH that will help end violence against women.

As a Community Arts organization we know the power of ensuring as much diversity as possible to
our projects and programs. In fact, the more diverse, the more creative and provocative the
production of art becomes. There was an imbalance of genders in our participants, which
minimizes the kind of experience we can create together. Yet we also realize that sometimes it is
necessary to focus the spotlight on a group of constituents involved in our programs in order to
understand them better and understand what makes our programs and activities appealing and/or
beneficial to them. Our desire to be inclusive, meant that over time, almost without our noticing at
first, women were simply not coming to the programs as frequently or engaging as deeply as
young men. This was a great concern to us considering our roots and our commitment to confront
inequity.
After finalizing our agreement with the Status of Women Canada for support in this journey, our
first step was to establish a GBA Team who would take us through a comprehensive evaluation
and program redesign process over the course of 30 months. SKETCH was leaving its cross
discipline studio space in downtown Toronto on King Street to embark on building a new creative
enterprise hub (opening 2014) at Artscape Youngplace further in the west end of Toronto. This was
a perfect opportunity to look at the improvements we needed to make. Women need a place
within an invigorating and accessible framework of arts programs that will advance their
opportunities to move beyond homelessness and poverty. SKETCH will be that place.
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How to Use this Guide
This toolkit is meant as a guide to equity-seeking
individuals and organizations initiating the
application of GBA in their community engaged
arts programs and activities. It is something that
can be referred back to periodically throughout
each phase of the GBA and will give a sense of the
big picture. It will help you answer the question of
how to set the foundations for GBA, to integrate
and sustain GBA in your organization/community
initiative. This toolkit is also meant to give you a
starting point to spark your creativity about how
you can use the arts to train youth leaders, staff or
stakeholders in applying GBA and integrating a
deeper understanding the impacts of Genderbased violence (GBV) when designing community
arts based activities.
There are appendices and sample activities that
are used at SKETCH. These are not prescriptive but
are meant to inspire you to use, to revise or to
guide you to create your own activities. A GBA Tip
sheet and an ARTify GBV Train-the-Trainer
curriculum accompany this guide.

The Guide is divided into 3 sections
Section 1
Establishing the Foundations for GBA
- Creating a GBA Team
- Understanding GBA and the need for it in
Community Arts
- Conducting a Needs Assessment
a) Research of Program Data
b) Information Gathering from Stakeholders
c) Policy and Document Review
d) Foundations/Mapping for the Organization
Section 2
Integrating GBA into Programs
- Embedding Young women’s Leadership Training
- Young Women Lead trainings in the broader
community (GBV and GBA through the ARTS)
- Participant and Staff Trainings
- Women’s Specific Projects and Programs
Section 3
Sustaining GBA
- Project Evaluation
- Toolkit Generation
- Annual Assessment
Glossary of Terms
Appendices
- helpful resources and workshop summaries and
outlines

___________________________________________________
Section 1
Establishing the Foundations for GBA
Creating the GBA Team
It is important to allocate appropriate resources to establish a GBA team with representatives from
all levels of your organization, to conduct the work over the course of a GBA evaluation and
training project. Ideally, while integrating a GBA framework it is
everyone’s responsibility to set the groundwork necessary to develop
The SKETCH GBA Team:
(all female identifying)
and integrate GBA organizationally as it can be challenging for an
1. External Evaluator/Coach
existing staff to achieve. It is helpful to include/contract an External GBA
2. Facilitator/Coordinator
3. Artistic Director
Evaluator on the team, offering experience and arms-length objectivity
4. Program Director
to ask difficult questions of each level of the organization without bias
5. Youth Facilitator
6. Youth Leadership Team
or fear of performance review. Equally important is the engagement of
Youth Leaders in carrying out core components of the project. This core
group cares for the overall project goals, ensures the timelines and deliverables are being met and
takes recommendations to the Board of Directors.
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Understanding Gender Based Analysis (GBA)
What is it?
Gender Based Analysis (GBA) is a framework used to ensure gender considerations are integrated
into organizations, programs, policies and processes. It is a comprehensive tool that thoroughly
examines organizational policies, procedures, programming, operations, workplace culture,
attitudes, and behaviours, that can either exclude or contribute to the substantive inclusion,
wellbeing and development of young diverse women. Gender-based Analysis is a highly adaptable
tool that you can use to work towards positive social and economic change. (adapted from Status of
Women Canada website www.swc-cfc.gc.ca)

Why do GBA?
GBA involves all genders to review and make gender equality issues visible to communities and
decision makers, taking into account the full diversity of genders. GBA contributes to the redress of
past and systemic discrimination and violence, and contributes to more efficient policies,
programs and practices. (adapted from Status of Women Canada website www.swc-cfc.gc.ca)

Operating Assumptions
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Social Identity (sex, gender, sexual orientation, class,
race, ethnicity, nationality, family composition, age,
What are the assumptions behind GBA?
ability, etc.) shapes our experiences and grants us
GBA is based on the following assumptions
and values:
access to the world differently, as a result of systemic
• Constructive partnerships are needed
barriers.
between women and men
Community Arts activities are based on experiences,
• Every action, policy, program, project
and socio-economic trend affects women
identities, relationships and learning. Reflecting on
and men differently
one’s own social identity and identifying systemic
• Gender equality does not mean that
barriers is part of community arts practice. Barriers to
women become the same as men
• Women must participate equally as
identifying and expressing identity stand in the way of a
agents of change in economic, social and
positive community arts experience.
political processes
• Specific measures must be designed to
Power is the ability to define reality for yourself and
eliminate gender inequalities
others. It is the access and control of resources. It is • Women's empowerment is a key to
the ability to influence others. Elana Stone
success in this process
• Men and boys can also be negatively
Power and privilege can play out in our group
affected by actions, policies, programs,
dynamics, policies and procedures in destructive ways.
projects and socio-economic trends
(adapted from Status of Women Canada website
We must challenge oppressive practices, which
www.swc-cfc.gc.ca)
marginalize, exclude or de-humanize others. Privilege,
like power can be used for positive purposes but should
be used with awareness and care Lisa Fithian
We can only identify how power and privilege play out when we are conscious and
committed to understanding how white supremacy, patriarchy, sexism, classism, heterosexism
and all other systems of oppression affect each one of us. Lisa Fithian
We must take responsibility for our prejudices and actions, which perpetuate oppression.
No SKETCH program, practice or activity is free of systemic oppression, but the impacts of that
oppression can be minimized with intentional & sustained thoughts around equity.
Creating an inclusive arts organization involves - removing systemic barriers, increasing
diverse representation in both program delivery and within the administration, fostering an
environment of critical analysis, allowing all young people the opportunity to share their
experiences in a safe environment free of barriers and violence.
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Basics of How to do GBA
Step 1 – Review statistics and demographics – just count the number of women and men
involved in any activity. If there is a significant difference, then ask why. Go deeper by teasing
out the number of women that represent ethnic minorities, economic differences, age
differences and those who identify as a trans*gendered woman. This is called disaggregating
statistics or demographics.
Step 2 – Draw Comparisons about the ways and levels, women and men participate in a
particular program. Again, disaggregate.
Step 3 – Ask these questions about programs, policies or practices like:
•

Does this policy/program/practice improve the well being of women/trans*/men?

•

What resources does a person need to benefit from this policy/program/practice?

•

Do women and men have equal access to the resources needed to benefit?

•

What is the level and type/quality of women's and men's participation in the
policy/program/practice? Has this changed over time?

•

Who controls the decision-making processes related to this policy/program/practice?

•

Who controls/owns the resources related to this policy/program/practice?

•

Does this policy/program/practice have any unexpected negative impacts on women and/or
men?

•

Does this policy/program/practice benefit men more than women participants (or vice
versa)? If so, why?

Step 4 – Tease out how and to what extent Gender Based Violence hinders participation,
access to resources, controls, and the benefits that are available in this
policy/program/practice?
Step 5 – Adapt your original design and implementation process so that your programs
promote change.
Figure 1: adapted from Status of Women Canada website www.swc-cfc.gc.ca
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Moving People Through GBA
Engaging in the process of learning the components of GBA will immediately unearth biases and
assumptions in your group. The process of building women’s equality has been a long and hard
fought process that comes with complications and challenges to belief systems, power dynamics,
structures and relationships. When focusing in on women and girl’s safety among communities
where everyone, men included, have experienced violence, there can often be a first response of
defensiveness from all parties involved, seemingly to protect men from being generalized as
‘unsafe’, being seen as ‘all bad’ or only as ‘perpetrators’ in the process. This is an interesting
dynamic when doing GBA and caused us tremendous concern from the beginning of our process.
As we were focusing in on women’s issues, men felt as though we were doing some kind of
disservice to young men. That was of course, not the intent at all. Being ready for that first
response is necessary to keep the process moving. See it as part of the process. Good art comes
out of tension and constraint and is part of what makes for strong work as a result in the end. In the
beginning stages some work around Gender-based violence (GBV) should be done. Some unified
understanding of GBV can help to move to the next step. This may take some artful process in
itself.
Definitions:
Gender-Based Violence is violence involving men and
women, in which the woman is usually the victim; and which
is derived from gender norms and roles as well as from
unequal power relations between women and men. Violence
is specifically targeted against a person because of his or her
gender, and it affects women disproportionately. It includes,
but is not limited to, physical, sexual, and psychological harm
(including intimidation, suffering, coercion, and/or deprivation
of liberty within the family or within the general community). It
includes violence perpetuated by the state.
Adapted from UNFPA Gender Theme Group, 1998

Gender Based Violence is any aggressive action that
threatens safety, causes physical, social or emotional harm &
denigrates a person because of his or her gender identity,
perceived gender, sexual identity, biological sex or sexual
behaviour.
Liz Walker, ARTify GBV Train-the-Trainer Curriculum

GENDER BASED VIOLENCE: any practice that operates on
a societal imbalance of power and control based on social
constructions of gender, gender expression, sexual behaviour
and sexual orientation that upholds traditional male power. It
includes biphobia, trans*phobia and homophobia,
heterosexism, genderism and sexism, gendered emotional
and psychological abuse, sexual assault, exploitation,
harassment and misconduct, domestic violence, forced
prostitution, female genital cutting, etc.

First, stating clearly that learning and
applying GBA is an essential focal point in
community arts practice. In the arts,
participants and facilitators alike can defer
to a tacit assumption that we all are equal
and want to be seen as one. Conducting
GBA does not threaten that unity or
oneness sought in a community arts
experience. Understanding disaggregated
or substantive needs of each person
participating and focusing attention on
systems at work around all stakeholders,
their histories and relationships to power,
will all only add to the unity we strive to
facilitate and achieve.

Community Arts are political activities as
they bring together diverse stakeholders in
a collaborative process usually based on
certain themes that members in that
community face. Since most community
arts happen with artists working in
Toronto District School Board equity policies, Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000, Sue, et. al.
marginalized groups, it is essential that an
2007
anti-oppression framework be applied to
the design and implementation of activities, small or large, once or over a period of time. The art
making process enables participants to reveal differences in values, experiences and opinions and
to work through what some of the complications might be that come from those differences.
Facilitators and community arts organizations cannot and must not shy away from dialogue,
confrontation or even art production. The art process enables authentic exploration of the impacts
of inequity and violence in all our lives. Focusing in on women’s needs does not preclude men’s
needs. It is however necessary to focus in on gender violence, to restore balance and health
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overall to any community. Other systemic violence like racism, homophobia and trans*phobia,
and economic disparities that push certain groups to the margins of society will also arise. It is our
belief that if it is made explicit that community arts activities have a strong mandate to address
how systemic violence impacts the lives of women and girls, that the other inequities will find the
right framework within which to be addressed.
Moving people through the process means walking into those uncomfortable zones. We have a
chance to hear one another’s stories and people are given time to express their opinions and
experiences through the arts. Overall, the focus was to overcome the impacts of violence and to
ensure that women’s needs are met in the programs and services offered and to be more accessible
to increase opportunities for women. Keeping this focus is necessary to continually restate and use
as a point of reference to keep the process on track.
As community arts practitioners we are interested in the process and product of a collaborative
effort that we facilitate together with community members. Demonstrating, holding space and
process for young women’s specific needs and gifts are to
be acknowledged and encouraged. It will mean a better
Amongst the youth leaders participating,
it was interesting how even the young
world for all of us – stay focused on that premise to drive
women often seemed to minimize the
the equity work.
importance of embarking on this learning
Embedding as much of the Arts as possible in the GBA
learning and application process ensures that spaces are
created for everyone’s voice to be heard. From this
process, people will confront hard things in a creative,
cooperative and co-building way.

process. It seemed as though they didn’t
want the young men in the room to feel
uncomfortable. Even if the men were
encouraging the process, the women
were still shy to express that a focus on
gender violence was necessary. Young
men also need strong role models who
make explicit the need for women’s
substantive equality.

Conducting a Needs Assessment
A needs assessment is concerned with establishing whether a problem or need exists, describing
that problem/need and making recommendations for ways to reduce or eliminate the
problem/need. The needs assessment is a key component to the GBA as it is a process that will
accurately reflect a base line against which the results of the project can be measured. The
findings and recommendations of the needs assessment are a helpful tool to guide the process, be
revisited and evaluated on a regular basis throughout the project. It helps you stay on track and
organized!
At SKETCH, the Needs Assessment was
completed by the GBA external
consultant as she had much more
experience knowing what questions
needed to be answered and how to draw
information from the questions.
The GBA facilitator was then responsible
for conducting the actual individual and
group interviews. A Female Youth Cofacilitator was engaged to work together
with the GBA facilitator to gather the
information. The group interviews were
done using artful information gathering
methods. Please see appendices for
workshop outlines.

The Needs Assessment Process is comprised of 4 key
components – Research of Program Data, Information
Gathering from Stakeholders, Policy and Documentation
Review and Foundations/Mapping for the Organization.

Research of Program Data
This part of the process involves gathering past and recent
program statistics about numbers of women and men
participating and disaggregating those numbers (demographics
such as ethnic minorities participating, income or economic
variances, age differences, housing or non-housed, etc).
Reviewing program/activity logs, participant attendance sheets,
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and quarterly and annual reports can do this. This assumes all these are being done by
organizations or groups. If this is a first analysis, then simply look at the attendance on the most
recent community arts process conducted. It can offer you a ‘spotlight’ to use as a base line or
point of reference. After you’ve collected all the statistics and disaggregated it, you can ask some
questions about it as stated in Figure 1 on page 8 and put together an analysis based on numbers
and demographics.

Information Gathering from Stakeholders
Helpful tips for the Info Gathering Process
WHY – Establish a 1-2 page template that reflects your 3 main areas of focus and the goals of applying GBA.
WHAT – Develop questions for each of the main areas of focus that would help you conduct an extensive audit of
your organization/project. Try to have about 5-10 questions per area of focus.
WHO – Identify who you need to speak to both externally and internally to get all the information you need to answer
the questions? Are there certain questions for certain people who hold different roles in the organization? What
about youth who have left or moved on from programming?
HOW – What are some tools that you are going to use to collect the information - Interviews, surveys, workshops, etc.
This is where you can make it artful.
WHEN – Give yourself a reasonable timeframe to gather all the information and to compile the information.

A comprehensive design of information gathering can include various ways to generate and collect
data. It is helpful to design a process that best suits information collection within your individual
organization or project, one that is mindful of addressing access
issues and ensures that the process allows various stakeholders to We only had one staff group reflection
truly and closely express their perspectives. Below is an outline of activity in the beginning.
Recommendation: a series of 3 group
various options for consideration.
workshops, exploring 1 question in
1. Individual Staff/Facilitator Interviews are extremely important
to the process, as every employee offers a variety of perspectives.
They take about 45 minutes to 1.5 hours and are more meaningful
when done off-site. Remember to interview ALL staff if possible.

depth, each workshop. Always involve
art making.
The participant group time, we could
only ever get through 1 question. Movie
passes really helped with attendance
and art making made the discussions
rich.
Recommendation: make sure this one is
1.5 - 2 hours. We found that after 2
hours, we lost engagement.

2. Staff/Facilitator Group Interviews A group activity or group
questionnaire is more engaging especially before or during
individual interviews. Often people do not get to say all that they
want in the group activity so individual times offer a sort of debriefing of a previously held group
process.
The needs assessment revealed many
strengths and success stories that continue to
make Sketch a vibrant learning community of
artists. The strengths named during the
interviews with women include a great vision;
an accessible management team; a reflective
organization; a valuing of social justice; a
commitment to anti-oppression and anti-racism;
diverse representation in program staff; its
flexibility and willingness to try new things;
compassionate staff; and participants who take
a real ownership of SKETCH. In many ways,
these core strengths provide a solid foundation
upon which to integrate GBA into program work
and staff composition.

3. Participant/Community Member Group Interviews
This should be a series of activities that are “stand alone”,
which is conducive to drop-in programming, but also able
to be attended multiple times by repeat participants, for
the folks that like to talk. Tokens and food should be
available and if possible an honorarium (i.e. movie
passes).
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4. Participant/Community Member Individual Interviews This should always be done in pairs (the
GBA facilitator and 1 other person, preferably a community participant leader passionate about
the subject) with someone who the participant community trusts. Before they start speaking it is
important to explain what the interview is for, how their information will be used, how they will
be identified in the document i.e. by demographics. Also give them an option to pass if they
prefer not to answer the question that is asked. Read their words back to them at the end of each
interview, so they are able to reframe it, delete it, or add to their answers. Minimize the number of
questions asked, as these interviews take a great deal longer than the staff interviews. Make sure
to include participants from different demographics and participants from target demographics
who no longer attend programming as they offer a perspective on possible changes in your
organization/project.
5. Workshops out in the Community
One of the last pieces that can happen is collecting information around the community. Go to
organizations that engage similar populations and find out what works for them and how they
could become a part of the community arts organization or project. This is another good way to
find out what other organizations have done to address violence against women and what services
and resources are in the surrounding community to ensure all the external supports are available
for young women to fully participate.
Utilizing an Arts-Based Approach in Interviews and Group Info Gathering Sessions
There are a variety of arts based tools to use for group processes to collect information from your organization
or project stakeholders to inform the Needs Assessment. Here are a few techniques that SKETCH used: Surveys,
interviews, popular educational activities, visual art, mask making, theatre, and music making. Keep in mind a
few things before choosing the tools that you are going to use to collect the information:
√ Take into consideration the time needed. A group activity can take 3 hours and only answer 1 question,
whereas individual interviews can take a little over an hour. Group questionnaires can take 2 hours.
√ Ideally there is a mix of individual interviews, arts activities, and group questionnaires. The information that
you get from all three of these methods is valuable and informative while giving a holistic picture of the
organization/project.
√ When choosing an art medium - make sure that it is simple and it is only addressing 1 question from the
Needs Assessment. If it is too complicated it will take away from the question.
√ Make sure the activity is appropriate for the group you are seeking the information from.

Policy & Documentation Review
The current state of your organizational policies will determine the amount of time needed for this
review. Gathering your policies and procedures, determining what is missing, what is currently
being done to enhance gender inclusion, and how the policies are being lived out within the
organization’s activities are some of the exercises needed. This should be completed after all of
the interviews, because the interviewees will establish what policies are unclear, need changing,
or do not exist. The following steps complete the documentation review:
•

Read all your policies, procedures and evaluation tools used to collect and track information
on participants.

•

Highlight anything that is unclear.
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•

Read the notes from interviews and highlight where those reveal which policies & procedures
are unclear for staff & participants.

•

Study the evaluation tools that are used and see if there are holes, missing statistical
information and what might be needed in order to answer your questions from the needs
assessment. Ask yourself, do I have all of the information needed to do a baseline so that by
the end of the GBA process, I could properly evaluate programming and the needs of the
organization.

•

Read the policies and procedures of other organizations that are similar to your organization.

•

Think of some of the challenges that were mentioned by the staff and see what procedures and
policies could be used to address those challenges, are they missing or simply unclear?

•

Search your policies and procedures for words involving women, violence against women
and/or trans* participants. Do you have an equity policy? Does it mention sexism?

•

How is sexual harassment dealt with at the organization? Is there a clarity that is needed?

•

What is the layout of the programming space or office? Is it conducive to decreasing the risk of
violence in the programs or administration? Is it a safe place to be?

•

What are the hiring & volunteer policies? Do they ensure marginalized groups are actively
sought out?

•

Are there policies that address mandatory trainings, what are they? Does it include antioppression trainings? Homophobia/Transphobia workshops, sexism workshops, anti-racist
workshops? Gender-based violence and Gender Based Analysis?

•

Are the policies gender-neutral?

•

How are new programs conceived? Are there standardized methods?

•

Do the documents provide examples of arts-based practices to collect data? Is that something
that needs to be added?

•

Make sure that the conflict section is thoroughly reviewed, as it is very important in dealing
with gender issues throughout the organization and programs.

These are just a few questions to indicate how comprehensive this document review process may
need to be. Although this process started in year 1 of a 2.5 year timeline, all the changes might
not happen until late in year 2 as you will have to start filling in the missing documents and
providing training for staff on some of the new policies and procedures. Working with others to
help you complete the documents and getting board approval for any policy changes takes time.

Foundations/Mapping for an Established Organization
While slightly more complex when conducting GBA for an established organization, the
development of the Needs Assessment Report is critical to establishing an evaluative framework in
which to test, analyze and measure the success of integrating a GBA framework at all. The Needs
Assessment Report will provide you with a map to design and implement the work necessary to
achieve the goals set out in the project.
Mapping SKETCH involved digging way down to the organizational roots and reviewing and
applying GBA to foundational practices, evaluation, governance, and reporting methods.
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Understanding that the foundational documents and practices in the organization impact the
organizational learning plan to aid in organizational action.

Formalizing Documentation and Evaluation forms
By standardizing, making them accessible and creating documents that allow for the organization
demographics collection, and evaluations, you are able to start accurately tracking the
improvement of gender inclusion. So if your project evolves to repeated annual activity, it would
be recommended to develop standardized documents. Having a set of documents that everyone in
the organization must abide by, gives a consistent set of documentation to conduct annual reviews
against the GBA goals.
Key Foundational Documents for an Organization
Policies and statements for each of the following areas
support the organization’s goals to consider gender
1. Clear Statement of Intent or Policy
articulating the organization’s commitment to
needs:
GBA as a way to advance gender equality;
•
Clear Equity statement and/or Statement of Intent
emphasis on the need and relevance of GBA
for the organization; a clear indication of
regarding Gender Equality - Starting with a strong equity
commitment to implementing and sustaining
statement allows you to have a point of reference and
the practice of GBA and its application to all
helps to steer policies in that direction. Make sure that all
parts of the organization (programs, research,
governance, evaluations, etc.)
staff & volunteers understand the language used in the
equity statement.
Therefore, take into account
2. Responsibility Team: to monitor the
implementation and practice of GBA according
accessibility of the statement and the possibility of adding
to the statement of intent; to ensure integration
necessary trainings.
in governance of organization, etc.
•
Sexual harassment policy - This requires references
3. Training: to increase GBA knowledge and
to
the
Ontario Workplace Harassment Codes. The
capacity at all levels of the organization (i.e.
Board, Senior management, staff and
language in your policy may have to be fairly standard
volunteers)
and generic but the procedures and trainings can be
made to fit your organization. Are they clear and
4. Tools to support and promote GBA
application and practice: How To tools; guides,
communicated annually and as needed? Are they part of
manuals and checklists.
any new training and orientation of new staff or
5. Evaluation and Reporting: to account for and
volunteers?
communicate progress of GBA activities and
•
Conflict resolution - In a drop-in environment,
practices
conflict resolution processes are key and require an
6. Annual Organizational Self-Assessment: to
intensive staff review and consultation. Are they clear
assess progress on GBA framework
implementation to ensure GBA is integrated
and communicated annually and as needed? Are they
and sustained in the organization
part of any new training and orientation of new staff or
Figure 2: adapted from Status of Women Canada website www.swc-cfc.gc
volunteers?
•
Hiring and volunteer practices - How are the
interviews conducted, where are the opportunities to get
involved with your organization posted? Who are the people applying?
•
Staff trainings – Are there mandatory anti-oppression, GBA and/or inclusion staff trainings
conducted annually?
Core Elements to fully support GBA in an
organization

Questions that arise in reviewing documentation and evaluation forms:
1. In the forms themselves: What are the questions asked in the evaluations of programs? How are they analyzed? How can
you notice trends in your organization?
2. Regarding info needed to assess gender considerations are being met: Are there programs that more females attend?
How do your forms help you to find that out? What are the racial demographics of those attending various programs? What
are the issues with teasing out demographics? Who leads workshops etc.?
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Section 2
Integrating GBA into Programs
Embedding Young Women’s Leadership Training
After establishing the foundations for GBA in your project or organization, you are ready to begin
to integrate GBA in your programs. Critical to the effective integration of GBA in SKETCH’s
community arts based programming was involving young female identifying participants in the
project. From all the feedback gathered it was confirmed that young women want to be a part of
directing and ensuring processes for the programs that affect them. As a result integrating our
program meant that right from the get-go, young women were invited to lead in the development
of training in order that they become GBA Arts facilitators themselves. Positioning women in
leadership, enabling them to share their experiences, knowledge and guidance will inform
program design and implementation and enable the best engagement of their peers in the
community.
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Phase 1 - Train-the-Trainer Program Elements
1. Establishing Goals:
It’s important to establish goals so that everyone is clear and focused on the expectations of the
process and the overall project.
SKETCH Leadership Training Goals
We wanted the young women training to:
•

To meaningfully explore gender
oppression and violence through
various art forms

•

To build the capacity of young women
in leadership, facilitation and art
training

•

To understand how gender
oppression works in everyday
situations

2. Partnership Building - Build relationships with the
Organization’s Coordinators:
• It is essential to build connection and strong
partnership with the organization’s staff and
coordinators. They are key to supporting the success
of both the young women leaders and the outcomes
of the project.
3. Recruitment:
• Think about your recruitment strategy. Is the training
project only available to current participants or is it
best to have a wider reach? How much time can you
dedicate to doing recruitment that integrates GBA.

•

Talk to the folks you might want to attend the program from current participant pool. Ask
them for their input, what workshops have worked well for them? What art might they like to
do?

•

Build relationships with other program coordinators as they can select youth for you that will
work well in your program.

4. Training Program / Curriculum Design: (see ARTify GBV: Train-the-Trainer Curriculum)
•

Keep it simple! Rather than using a variety of art forms, just pick one and tease it out fully so
there is a good product at the end through which the leaders in training can learn.

•

Evaluation forms are key. Make sure you develop a baseline before you start the trainings.
With a clear and simple form you can glean the trainers’ baseline knowledge of GBA and
GBV. Have one prepared with the same questions for the beginning, middle and end.

•

Keep in mind your timeframe. We needed to train the young women first on the on GBV and
GBA, then on facilitation, followed by designing a 4-week workshop series to conduct at
SKETCH and in the community. This takes time--> 8 weeks of total training time is best!

•

Invite guest facilitators for both the art facilitation and the content. Make sure the facilitators
represent diversity in identity and experience.

•

Construct every session in ways that spark ideas for when they are conducting the trainings.

SKETCH split the design of women’s leadership training into 2 sections:
Phase 1 – Train-the-Trainer in GBV & GBA:
8-week workshops series aimed to train a core
of young women to facilitate Gender-Based
Violence Awareness and apply GBA

Phase 2 – Facilitating GBV using Community Arts:
4-part workshop series conducted by the trainees
of phase 1, in community arts activities, to
address gender-based violence in the community
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•

Plan a debriefing session at the end of the both sections.

•

Make sure the trainings that happen in the community, are carried out at the same time and
the young women are working on different days so that you are able to attend the workshops
that they facilitate. Also, it is key that these community trainings are set up ahead of time so
that they can happen right after the youth leadership training sessions.

•

Think about your payment schedule for the participants. We found that paying them every
other week for their time worked well.

•

Develop a budget and track how much it costs per woman to participate in this program. This
is a program that could potentially happen annually.
The subject of gender based violence is hard to talk
about and something that is very emotional, so
remember to take care of yourself as the trainer
getting support from the organization and personally,
and try your best to have resources and support
available for the young women to access while they
are training. We found that by giving the trainees
responsibilities during the program helped to support
the premise that we are investing in them as leaders.

At SKETCH each leader in training had various assigned
roles in supporting each other and the training itself.
For example planning debriefing questions and daily
warm-up activities; Phoning the other trainees the night
before to check in and remind each other about the next
day; Preparing snacks for the day and setting up the
room; printing material resources for the training – these
were all rotating duties amongst the trainees.

Use the program as an opportunity to introduce new
young women to your organization and get them
involved in concurrent programs if possible.

In order to achieve these goals we initially set up a 6week train the trainer process. This later became 8
weeks. The GBA facilitator met 2 times each week for a
3-hour evening program each time, with 10 young
female-identified folks. In our recruitment of the trainees
we decided to reach out to young women from
organizations and geographical areas of the Greater
Toronto Area, that fit the target group of participants we
were trying to increase at SKETCH – all women from
racialized communities with diverse experiences of
homelessness and street involvement.

Get the trainees involved at recruiting other young
participants for the sessions they will eventually lead
(in pairs) for the 2nd phase.
Make sure that you are planning the 2nd phase of the
community workshops with the trainees as part of the
train the trainer process. (i.e. recruitment, flyers,
workshops, location, etc.)

5. Debriefing, Celebrating and Preparing for Phase 2
• Going out for a celebratory meal after the training and giving the women a chance to show
their work is important in closing one part of the journey and moving into the next part.
• Make sure you get trainee’s evaluations of the training process. It should be the same
questions that were asked in the beginning regarding knowledge of GBV and GBA.
• Have the final designs of the trainings ready, that they will be doing at your organization with
the participants and the workshops that will happen in the community.
• Buy all the supplies needed for the community workshops and finish all last minute details.

Phase 2 – Young Women train out in the community
This should be a series of at least 4 workshops that were previously designed by the young women
in the phase 1 train-the-trainer program, with the objectives being to engage other female
identifying participants to make art, explore gender-based violence issues and impacts, and other
objectives of your own choosing.
AT SKETCH we had the trainees-now-facilitators conduct 2 workshops at SKETCH with staff and some
participants as practice. It was their first time facilitating so we wanted them to do it altogether and figure out
any changes that might be needed before conducting the workshops in pairs out in the broader community.
This worked well but we would recommend making it 4 practice workshops as opposed to 2. This would give
more time for these new leaders to integrate the feedback after each workshop and gives time for the staff
and participants in the workshops to process the experiences they have while participating.
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What worked well?
• Working with program coordinators from
other organizations to select 2 women
each from their respective organizations
to participate in this training program
• Picking organizations that work with the
target groups that we are trying to
outreach to
• Theatre workshops - this was the most
trans*ferable skill set in the arts for the
trainees to use later in their own training
• Having guest facilitators
• The GBA facilitator working with a
volunteer to run the workshops
• Meeting twice a week- Intensive worked
best
• The women doing the community
trainings in partners
• The women doing test workshops with
SKETCH staff as career training

What didn’t work well?
• Carrying out tasks alone
• 6 weeks is not enough time to train young
women in GBV and GBA, in facilitation and
then in designing workshops for the next
phase
• Too many art-forms is confusing
• Taking a break after the training before starting
the community sessions (phase 2 should
follow directly after phase 1)
• 2 women dropped the program after the phase
1 training before the community sessions
• The precarious living situations for some of the
young women in training made their
engagement challenging
• The women traveling 2 hours on TTC in order
to get to the sessions – they should be held
where the women are
• Getting them involved in current programming
because of timing

Tips – When doing the workshops in the community:
• Make sure the women are in facilitation pairs. There should be a minimum of 4 places outside
of your organization that they will be conducting the workshops.
• Ensure that the facilitation is equally shared and that you are familiar with the workshop
activities that the young women are facilitating. There are times when you may have to step
in, especially if one of them calls in sick.
• Make sure there is a coordinator you are working with from the beginning and that they have a
relationship with the youth.
• Have supply boxes for each of the locations at the locations prepared ahead of time if possible.
• Ensure that there are evaluation forms that the participants of the workshop series fill out in the
beginning and again at the end of the workshop.
• Do offer honorariums and TTC fares for the participants attending the workshops. As they
participate they are informing the process of further workshops your organization conducts
around gender violence. Honorariums and travel aid offers them acknowledgement of the
value of their contributions.
The Importance of Debrief at the end of Phase 2
• At the end of this phase have another celebratory dinner with the women and perhaps arrange
tickets to an event or a show.
• Conduct evaluation with them after the workshop series.
• Hold a “career session” for them at this point to offer them a sense of the gifts you saw them
exhibit and build during the phases. Connect them with other opportunities to build their
career interests in the arts and advocacy.
• Ask for further recommendations to design programs that could happen at your organization to
further address gender violence.
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Participant and Staff Trainings
It is important to separate trainings for staff from those that are for participants as there are different
expectations for staff than there are for participants and the trainings should reflect those
differences.
✓ Do have the young women from your training program lead sessions for participants
✓ Do have men and women as facilitators to talk about gender-based violence (SKETCH engaged
the White Ribbon Campaign)
✓ Do have Quarterly trainings for the staff reviewing GBA core elements and how to integrate into
program design, implementation and evaluation
✓ Do consider conducting an additional project addressing Violence Against Women that lasts
approximately 6 weeks for participants to move in and out of with staff support – this is best cofacilitated with the trained leaders of Phase 1.
✓ Do use art...as much as possible
Both the staff & participant trainings can be intense so have a partner facilitator. Anytime you
have to talk about oppression with dominant and non-dominant groups it can be a hard
experience so have lots of resources and access help. Sometimes it is in your best interest not to
do the trainings yourself.

Staff Trainings – Outlines of Workshops
To begin the Staff trainings to learn and integrate GBA, it is important to first uncover assumptions
and build as much agreement as possible around a strong unified statement of intent about the
importance of GBA to building equality for young women. In the staff trainings you may discover
the same obstacles as you do when you conduct the workshops with participants. Again, stay
steady and firm on the organization’s commitment to end violence against women and girls as a
key direction to building healthy, vibrant and inclusive community with youth living street
involved and homeless. Do ensure that together as staff you agree to support each other through
the process and encourage staff members to get increased personal support outside of the
organization to ensure they process some of the emotions or triggers that may arise throughout the
training process. After these two trainings the ground is set to train in applying a gender based
analysis to program design. Gradually as Managers and key staff leaders repeatedly ask the basic
questions involved in GBA, they will naturally integrate it as part of their planning, implementation
and evaluation processes. (see GBA Tip sheet to have on hand for staff/facilitators of projects and
programs)
Workshop 1

Workshop 2

Activity: Fishes & Boulders – Our Participants

Activity: Gender Role Boxes – Our Assumptions

Objectives:
To explore the overall environment of participant
engagement in the organization; and the particular
needs and gifts they bring into a program and the
barriers they face.

Objectives:
To set the context for discussion around multiple issues
regarding gender.

Materials:
- Scissors
- Markers
- Coloured paper

Materials:
- Scissors
- Markers
- Coloured paper

Note: The facilitator could concentrate on sexism and its relationship to
domestic and sexual violence or use the exercise to look at how sexism,
heterosexism and trans*phobia are related to one another.
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- Newspaper print (long sheet)

Steps:
-On a massive sheet of paper draw (newspaper print) a
river. At the end of a river will be a small bubble, on
the outer small bubble will be a bigger bubble.
-Have pre-cut fishes & round boulders.
-Ask the group - “What would a perfect inclusive
organization look like (in this case, SKETCH)? What
would this perfect SKETCH value, what would it feel
like to move through and work in this perfect
SKETCH?”
-The facilitator will write the group answers on the outer
bubble.
-Ask the group - “What helps us get to this perfect
inclusive world? And what prevents or stops us?”
-The facilitator will ask the group to write 2 gifts on the
fishes that they bring, and the 2 barriers or obstacles
on the boulders.
-Everyone will have to present their fishes and boulders
then place them on the river flowing on the way to the
‘perfect inclusive SKETCH’.

- Newspaper print (long sheet)

Steps:
-Explain that while we are looking at the dominant
mainstream ideas of gender we want to acknowledge that
gender roles may vary depending on ethnicity, culture,
class, ability and family etc. Let staff know that in this
exercise we are going to ask them to say words that are
likely offensive to some people.
Have staff draw an "Act Like a Man" Box
-Ask if anyone has ever been told or heard someone being
told to “act like a man”. Write “Act like a man” on top of the
first box. Ask, “What does it mean to “act like a man” –
what are the expectations (which may not be the reality).
-Participants can be invited to come to the board and fill in
the boxes or you can do it as a group brainstorm.
-Participants can also do the handout as individuals or in
pairs/small groups first. Remember that this exercise seeks
to look at stereotypes, not at individual behavior.
-How are men supposed to be different from women?
(Stronger, tougher, in control). What feelings is a "real
man" supposed to have? (Anger, superiority, confidence).
How do "real men" express their feelings? (Yelling,
fighting, silence)
-How are "real men" supposed to act sexually?
(Aggressive, dominant, with women)
-What are names applied to persons outside the box?
(Write these outside the box and around the box) Wimp,
fag, queer, pussy, gay, etc.
Note: These words are important to say and to write down,
but ask participants to answer this question calmly and as
respectfully as possible.
-What things happen physically to people outside the box?
Write these outside the box and around the box. (Fights,
beat up, harassed, teased, abused, ignored).
Have staff draw an "Act Like a Lady" Box
-Ask if anyone has ever been told or heard someone being
told to “act like a lady”. Write “Act like a lady” on top of the
second box. Ask, “What does it mean to “act like a lady” –
what are the expectations (which may not be the reality).
Gender Boxes exercise originally created by the Oakland
Men’s Project
-Participants can be invited to come to the board and fill in
the boxes or you can do it as a brainstorm. Participants
can also do the handout as individuals or in pairs/small
groups first.
-Remember that this exercise seeks to look at stereotypes,
not at individual behavior.
-How are women supposed to be different from men?
(Nicer, weaker, more gossip) What feelings is a "real
woman" supposed to have? (Fear, sadness, low selfesteem) How do "real women" express their feelings?
(Crying, screaming, hysteria)
-How are "real women" supposed to act sexually? (Follow
the man, don't sleep around)
What are names applied to persons outside the box?
(Write these outside the box and around the box) Dyke,
tomboy, slut, ho, whore, lesbian
Note: These words are important to say and to write down,
but ask participants to answer this question calmly and as
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respectfully as possible.
-What things happen physically to people outside the box?
Write these outside the box and around the box.
(Harassed, abused, ignored, raped, bad reputation)
Reflection Questions:
What are common words, thoughts, and feelings?
Is there something that surprises you that is on the
river?
Are there some boulders that seem in your control to
remove?

Reflection Questions:
Homophobia/Heterosexism
(You could also use some of the questions in the next
section)
-What do you notice about the influence of male and
female stereotypes on sexism, heterosexism, and
trans*phobia? (You may want to break this into three
separate questions.)
-How do the stereotypes listed from the boxes relate to
stereotypes for straight and queer people?
Reflection Questions:
Sexism and Domestic and Sexual Violence
-What is the implication of the names that men get called?
-How many men here are in the box all of the time?
-How many of the women here are inside this box all of the
time?
-What should a “man” do if he gets called these names? Would that put him back inside the box?
-If a man stays inside the box does he generally avoid
getting called names and harassed etc?
-If a woman stays inside the box does she stay safe? Are
women inside the box ever raped or abused by their
partners? (Yes) What does that say about the suggestion
that women stay inside the box? Does it really bring them
safety or power?
-Which box has more power?
-How do these boxes contribute to the existence of
domestic and sexual violence?
-How do we change these societal expectations?
Key Points
• These are expectations by society and are not
realistic.
• Men that stay inside the box are generally (though not
always) safe from the harassment that occurs outside
the box.
• Men who leave the box are accused of being “women”
or “gay”
• Men who are accused of being outside the box could
retaliate in an aggressive fashion and then put
themselves back into the box.
• Women who stay inside the box are not “safe” as
promised but are raped or abused as often as women
outside the box. The only benefit being that they may
be believed by society more often than women outside
the box.
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Women’s Specific Projects and Programs
SKETCH’s aim in this process was to increase women’s equitable participation in its community
arts programs and overall framework to ensure they have the equal access to resources, benefits
and opportunities as male identifying participants. Further to that, special emphasis was on
increasing participation of women who also identified as being from racialized communities. In
order to do this we needed to do outreach and hear from those folks about what programming
they liked. The benefit of supporting young female leaders, who have been trained in GBV and
GBA to conduct special workshops out in the community is that their workshops can act as first
entry outreach activities to build interests in further programs at your organization. But there still
needs to be a focused project or program at the organization that creates a bridge for those
participating in the outreach workshops to transition into all the other opportunities available in
the organization. In our case then, SKETCH made a commitment to design, with input from female
participants and leaders, a women’s specific and a trans* specific program to be that bridge. As
you design this program, test the GBA framework you’ve been trained in, even as you assess the
need for the program with a particular community of women, if that applies, (which in our case it
did).
For example, throughout our training and our needs assessment period, we discerned that young
women of colour reported high interest in skill building activities that would advance their
employment and entrepreneurship opportunities in the broader community. They also reported
desire to focus on strengths and gifts rather than their generalized struggles. To this end SKETCH
designed a stop animation skill building project that engaged newcomer young women to build
new media skills and create final art pieces that could be screened for the public and could
introduce them to career opportunities in the digital arts. This project was incredibly successful
with participants creating community with one another, gaining memberships to local animation
and video editing organizations and creating short films that will be screened at multiple festivals.
Their pieces will provide a further platform through which dialogue can be hosted between young
women (now in leadership) and their peers who are living in shelters and safe houses. As you can
glean, the project has set a standard of practice, with substantive gender considerations in mind,
and has had deep impact among the participants, the partnering organizations, and certainly on
SKETCH as a whole.

Section 3
Sustaining GBA
Overall Project Evaluation
Toward the 24-month mark of this 30-month initiative, SKETCH’s external evaluator began a
comprehensive evaluation process. This involved reviewing the interim evaluation and the original
needs assessment, conducting final interviews and hosting focus groups with all stakeholders and
once again reviewing documents, quarterly activity reporting, statistical data collection methods
and analyzing overall impact of conducting this project to achieve its original goals. Detailed
information on our evaluation can be found in the SKETCH Final GBA Evaluation Report of June
2013 available on our website www.sketch.ca.
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Whether the project to which GBA is being applied is short-term or an annual project or one
evolves into a full-fledged community arts organization like SKETCH with multiple projects and
programs, the application and assessment of GBA can be the same:
Applying GBA in Evaluating a Project or ongoing Program
1. Review disaggregated statistics of participants and analyze the quality of participation
annually.
a. Draw comparisons between male and female and trans* youth participation.
b. Draw further comparisons about young women from racialized and
aboriginal/indigenous demographics.
2. How were women’s needs met or not met by the project/program: its design and its
implementation?
3. How were women involved in the design and implementation?
4. How did women benefit from the project/program?
5. Do women have increased access to resources produced by the project/program?
6. Do women have increased decision-making power as a result of the project/program both
in their own lives and in the project/program’s continuation or development?
7. Did the overall project/program improve the wellbeing and lives of women? How?
8. Did the project/program have any negative effects on the women or trans* participants?
9. Did the project/program benefit men more than women? How?
10. What further adjustments can be made to ensuring future projects/programs increase
benefits and wellbeing for women, as a result of what was learned in this project/program?
11. What other learning’s came from this project/program that can promote/advance systemic
change regarding women’s equality and impacts of gender violence?

Annual Assessment
Critical to ensuring GBA is sustained in an ongoing project or organization, is the annual
assessment process upheld at all levels of the organization. This is simply a management
commitment to ensuring that GBA happens for projects/programs/policies and processes across the
organization.
The same questions can be applied annually to the organization’s governance, policies, decisionmaking, systems and practices. Further organizational questions for sustainability include those
mentioned in Figure 2:
Annual Assessment of GBA
1. Revisit the Statement of Intent/Policy regarding the organization’s commitment to increasing
women’s equality and ending violence against women. Do the policies and practices and
understanding of the foundational documents of the organization over the last year, hold up to
this statement? Is the statement active and evident in the organization?
2. Is the Responsibility Team still active even if it has rotating membership? Who ensures the
integrity and objectivity of this responsibility team? The Board? Management? If anything has
happened over the course of a year to the team, who will still ensure that GBA is applied?
3. Is updated and relevant Annual Training in GBA accessible to and a priority for all leadership in
the organization?
4. Are Tools (guides, tip sheets, curriculum) refreshed and available for staff and facilitators to
easily understand the application of GBA?
5. As time passes, is GBA naturally being applied and integrated into program design,
implementation and evaluation? Is it being applied as a common practice?
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Toolkit Generation and Training
Part of ensuring that GBA is consistently integrated and applied to all activities of the organization
or programs is a commitment to generating and updating accessible and relevant tools and training
for all those involved in your activities. Visiting the companion ARTify GBV: Train-the-Trainer
curriculum as well as revisiting the arts activities in this guide can help you to design engaging and
art-full ways to conduct training and offer tools. Our team at SKETCH is benefiting from the tip
sheet to apply the steps of GBA at all stages of its program activities (i.e. program need
identification, design, implementation, and evaluation). As a result of this project we are
prioritizing annual trainings, quarterly check-ins as well as integrating GBA into our orientation of
volunteers and staff.

Reflections
It took a total of 30 months to fully execute this project at SKETCH. It was surprising how much
time was needed to simply learn about Gender Based Analysis and frame its importance in
community engaged arts as a way to reduce gender-based violence and build equality for women.
It meant confronting many assumptions and (mis)understandings about gender-based violence and
about our ideas of gender equality. In a community of young people who live street involved,
homeless or on the margins, as is the case with the SKETCH participant community, we already
know that violence is a part of what youth navigate and have experienced, either directly or
indirectly. Most community engaged arts practice occurs with young people or communities that
live on the margins and while we do not want to generalize, violence tends to be a common
denominator of marginalization, even if it is only the subtle yet significant violence of
marginalization itself.
The experience and impacts of violence against young women can particularly hinder their full
participation in community arts programs that can advance their opportunities and enable
equitable and fulfilling engagement in community life. Applying gender based analysis to
community arts based activities can ensure that programs become more conducive to young
women’s participation and that they will have equal access to the benefits, resources and
opportunities of an arts based program. It has been our experience that when given the right
conditions to participate and engage, young women very quickly, respond to invitation to express
themselves, build skills and exercise their unique leadership and gifts in making whole and vibrant
communities.
The 30 months of “Teasing out the Strands of Violence”, of understanding its impact, of learning
that the application of a GBA framework can help our programs and organization to be more
inclusive of gender considerations thereby building our capacity to partner with young women to
end the debilitating impacts of violence against them, has been time absolutely well spent. We
are still learning how to integrate the practice of GBA application more formally, but because of
the time spent, the leadership of young women to help us and other participants to understand the
intricacies of gender-based violence and gender based analysis, we are definitely integrating the
framework in our program design processes. In fact, this project has led to a reframe of our
engagement framework (or “service delivery model” for those who understand that title better).
Women’s needs, their feedback and requests have been critical in a new design that will enable
SKETCH to engage more consciously and meaningfully in building opportunities in the arts with
young women and will partner with them to advance both their opportunities to become
economically self-sufficient, pursue education and to grow in to their rightful place as leaders and
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culture makers in community change. We believe these elements will trigger social change giving
young women who have lived street involved and homeless the tools and platform to lead us in
reducing the impacts of violence and inequality.

Final Note
As the Community Engaged Arts field grows and the number of leaders and participants involved
also grows, the urgency behind formalized trainings in the application of tools such as Gender
Based Analysis, becomes more significant. This is a new field that is one of the best ways to
reengage young people who live on the margins. They have been over serviced and are at a stage
in their human development where engagement in activities and institutions that involve them, is
critical. Especially for those who have been deeply marginalized and affected by personal and
systemic violence and who struggle as a result, with any attachment to community. The Arts are
the most provocative and accessible platform that all young people can find meaning in, even if
it’s pop culture, music and fashion. Established artists realize that as soon as the arts are integrated
into a community engagement framework, there will be accelerated and almost immediate impact.
Studies done on the brain, its development, the 21st Century skills in media and design reveal that
the arts are critical to healthy human development. Our field is effective in meeting social
determinants of health, in meeting learning milestones and in creating a bridge for those who live
on the margins, to consider ways that they can experience capacity to move beyond the isolation
of the streets and poverty and can indeed use their experiences and imaginations to cultivate the
kind of leadership that the world needs in order to become more inclusive, safe and economically
sound.
Formalized education in Community engaged Arts is still lacking to support practitioners in the
accelerated growth of our field. Therefore, the responsibility for the standards of practice in
community arts is on senior level organizations, arts funding institutions and arts networks. We
must incorporate frameworks and practices that put building diversity, equity and inclusion at the
forefront of our practice. We must promote and expect and perhaps begin to require, that if
established practitioners are working in the arts in marginalized communities and in places where
personal and systemic violence to young people, young women particularly, is the norm, that they
are trained in and are applying these important tools that make such a difference to young
women’s participation. In each of its partnerships SKETCH is prioritizing the training in and
application of GBA to collaborative activities in order to ensure that its commitment to ending
violence and inequality can be realized and become contagiously embraced as a standard in the
field.

Please use and modify the tools and curriculum offered as companions to this guide. We welcome
feedback or questions. Contact us as info@sketch.ca.
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Glossary of Terms
Overview
This document is a response to inadequacies in our own language to recognize and acknowledge
all experiences, ways of being and the oppression that exists in our everyday common language.
It is our hope that this glossary of terms will be revisited frequently as new language emerges and
we are given terms to incorporate and develop less-oppressive language. This document is meant
to be a teaching and learning document that SKETCH aspires to have woven into SKETCH’s
practices, policies and procedures. The sources of these definitions are from various articles
including: Toronto District School Board equity policies, Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000, Sue, et.
al. 2007

Definitions:
ACCESS the ability of or extents to which communities or residents can attain needed services and
achieve full participation in the planning, development, administration and delivery of those
services. Access includes client access and organizational access.
ALLY describes someone who supports a group other than one's own (in terms of racial identity,
gender, faith identity, sexual orientation, etc.) Allies acknowledge disadvantages and oppression of
other groups than their own; take risks and supportive action on their behalf; commit to reducing
their own complicity or collusion in oppression of those groups and invest in strengthening their
own knowledge and awareness of oppression
ANTI-RACISM a set of practices and systems designed to eliminate racism. Racism includes racist
ideologies, prejudicial attitudes, discriminatory behaviours, structural arrangements and
institutionalized practices resulting in racial inequality as well as the fallacious notion that
discriminatory relations between groups are morally and scientifically justifiable. An example of
racism committed by a person would be one person refusing to take seriously the opinion of the
other because of the other person’s racial identity.
CISGENDERED having a gender-identity that is congruent with one's biological sex (i.e. both
biological sex and gender-identity are female)
DECOLINIZATION the recognition of indigenous sovereignty, Canada as a colonial state and the
relationships between settlers, slavery, racism, and land occupation as a complex power
imbalance that positions indigenous sovereignty at the center.
DISCRIMINATION prejudice plus the use of power. Discrimination can take many forms,
including ageism, racism, classism, heterosexism, Islamophobia, sexism, ableism, ethnocentrism,
etc. Many acts of discrimination build up over time, perpetuated against one relatively less
powerful social group by a more powerful social group, leading to a group of people being in a
state of oppression.
ETHNICITY a social construct, which divides people into smaller social groups based on
characteristics such as shared sense of group membership, values, behavioral patterns, language,
political and economic interests, history and ancestral geographical base.
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EQUITY Practices designed to remove systemic barriers to equality of outcome by identifying and
eliminating discriminatory policies and practices.
GENDER: is socially constructed and is based on societal expectations of how a person should
behave based on their sex.
GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE: any practice that operates on a societal imbalance of power and
control based on social constructions of gender, gender expression, sexual behaviour and sexual
orientation that upholds traditional male power. It includes biphobia, trans*phobia and
homophobia, heterosexism, genderism and sexism, gendered emotional and psychological abuse,
sexual assault, exploitation, harassment and misconduct, domestic violence, forced prostitution,
female genital cutting, etc.
GENDER ROLE / PRESENTATION / EXPRESSION: the public expression of gender identity.
Gender role includes everything people do to show the world they are male, female, androgynous
or ambivalent. It includes sexual signals, dress, hairstyle and manner of walking. In society, gender
roles are often expected to be masculine for men and feminine for women.
GENDERISM: the belief that the binary construct of gender, in which there are only two genders
(male and female), is the most normal, natural and preferred gender identity. This binary construct
does not include or allow for people to be intersex, trans*gendered, trans*sexual or gender queer.
HARASSMENT is a course of conduct of comments or actions that are unwelcome or should be
known to be unwelcome. A person has the right to be free of humiliating or annoying behaviour
that is based on one or more grounds in the Code. It can include name-calling, jokes, slurs, insults,
graffiti, avoiding or excluding, threats, unwanted physical contact or physical violence or actions,
and display of materials such as pictures which makes one uncomfortable. It is motivated by a
person’s race, color, citizenship, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, and ability or any
other of the above listed grounds.
HETEROSEXISM: the assumption, expressed overtly and/or covertly, that all people are or should
be heterosexual. Heterosexism excludes the needs, concerns, and life experiences of lesbian, gay
and bisexual people, while it gives advantages to heterosexual people. It is often a subtle form of
oppression that reinforces silence and invisibility for lesbian, gay and bisexual people.
HOMOPHOBIA: irrational fear, hatred, prejudice or negative attitudes toward homosexuality and
people who are gay or lesbian. Homophobia can take overt and covert, as well as subtle and
extreme forms. Homophobia includes behaviours such as jokes, name-calling, exclusion, gay
bashing, etc.
INCLUSION authentically brings traditionally excluded individuals and/or groups into processes,
activities, and decision/policy making.
MICRO-AGGRESSIONS are defined as “brief and commonplace daily verbal, behavioral and
environmental indignities, whether intentional or unintentional, that communicate hostile,
derogatory or negative racial slights and insults that potentially have harmful or unpleasant
psychological impact on the target person or group.” Micro-Aggressions cut across all social
identities including race, ethnicity, religion, nationality, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender
expression, age, disability status, socio-‐economic class, and other important social dimensions.
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MICRO-INSULTS are behaviors, actions, or verbal remarks that convey rudeness, insensitivity, or
demean a person’s group or social identity or heritage.
MICRO-INVALIDATIONS are actions that exclude, negate, or nullify the psychological thoughts,
feelings or experiential reality of people who represent different groups.
OPPRESSION is the systemic and pervasive nature of social inequality woven throughout social
institutions as well as embedded within individual consciousness. Oppression fuses institutional
and systemic discrimination, personal bias, bigotry, and social prejudice in a complex web of
relationships and structures that saturate most aspects of life in our society. Oppression denotes
structural and material constraints that significantly shape a person's life chances and sense of
possibility. Oppression also signifies a hierarchical relationship in which dominant or privilege
groups benefit, often in unconscious ways, from the disempowerment of subordinated or targeted
groups. Oppression resides not only in external social institutions and norms but also within the
human psyche as well. Eradicating oppression ultimately requires struggle against all its forms,
and that building coalitions among diverse people offers the most promising strategies for
challenging oppression systematically.
PEOPLE OF COLOUR a term that applies to all people who are not seen as White by the dominant
group, generally used by racialized groups as an alternative to the term visible minority. It
emphasizes that skin colour is a key consideration in the “everyday” experiences of their lives.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES Refers to persons who identify themselves as experiencing
difficulties in carrying out the activities of daily living or experience disadvantage in employment,
and who may require some accommodation, because of a long term or recurring physical or
developmental condition.
PREJUDICE a pre-judgment or unjustifiable, and usually negative, attitude of one type of
individual or groups toward another group and its members. Such negative attitudes are typically
based on unsupported generalizations (or stereotypes) that deny the right of individual members of
certain groups to be recognized and treated as individuals with individual characteristics.
RACISM is a complex system of beliefs and behaviors, grounded in a presumed superiority of the
white race. These beliefs and behaviors are conscious and unconscious; personal and institutional,
and result in the oppression of people of color and benefit the dominant group, whites. A simpler
definition is racial prejudice + power = racism
RACIAL PROFILING Any action undertaken for reasons of safety, security or public protection that
relies on stereotypes about race, colour, class, ethnicity, ancestry, religion, or place of origin rather
than on reasonable suspicion, to single out an individual for greater scrutiny or differential
treatment. Profiling can occur because of a combination of the above factors, and age and/or
gender can influence the experience of profiling.
SOCIAL JUSTICE includes a vision of society in which the distribution of resources is equitable
and all members are physically and psychologically safe and secure. Social justice involves social
actors who have a sense of their own agency as well as a sense of social responsibility toward and
with others and the society as a whole.
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SOCIAL POWER Access to resources that enhance one's chances of getting what one needs or
influencing others in order to lead a safe, productive, fulfilling life.
SYSTEMIC DISCRIMINATION is that which results from the policies, procedures and practices of
an organization that, over time, have become a part of a “system” that an organization uses to act,
hire, fire, promote, train, treat and retain its employees and members.
TOKENISM is the practice of including one or a few members of a minority in a group, without
their having authority or power equal to that of the other group members. It functions to place a
burden on an individual to represent all others like her. The suspicion of tokenism can undermine
a woman's authority or perceived right to hold her position. In feminist practice, this can take the
form of inviting several white women to speak at a conference and, in order to appear respectful of
diversity inviting one visible minority woman. This type of power imbalance plays out repeatedly
and contributes to community perceptions of tokenization.
TRANS*GENDERED A person whose gender identity is different from their biological sex. Also, it
is often used as an umbrella term to include trans*sexuals, crossdressers, two-spirit, intersex and
trans*gendered people.
TWO-SPIRIT an English term coined to reflect specific cultural words used by First Nation and
other indigenous peoples for those in their cultures who are gay or lesbian, are trans*gendered or
trans*sexual, or have multiple gender identities. Historically, two-spirit persons were spiritual
leaders and healers and revered by their community.
TRANS*PHOBIA Irrational fear or dislike of trans*sexual and trans*gendered people.
TRANS*-POSITIVE The opposite of trans*phobia. A trans*positive attitude is one that validates,
affirms, accepts, appreciates, celebrates and integrates trans*sexual and trans*gendered people as
unique and special in their own right.

Appendices:
Helpful tools to support trainings follow this page.
GBA Tip Sheet – See Toolkit documents
ARTify GBV Train-the-Trainer Curriculum – See Toolkit documents.
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SKETCH Inspiration Tag! Teasing Out the Strands of Violence
Needs Assessment Workshops
Workshops Summary – to engage young people living homeless and street involved, in
conversations about gender and gender-based violence using the arts. This was part of the
Information gathering needed to establish the foundations for applying GBA to SKETCH’s arts
based framework.
July- December 2011 GBA key informant Workshops
5 partnering Organizations
7 workshops
Nov 16, Rainbow Youth Conference, mask making
14 people (2 male, 3 trans* people, 9 female), led by Liz Walker
Nov 16, Redwood Shelter, mask making while exploring gender and violence
12 people (11 female, 1 trans* person), led by Liz Walker
Dec 1, SOY (Supporting Our Youth), mask making with a group of black queer folks
8 people (3 female, 5 trans* people), led by Liz Walker
Dec 7, Toronto Rape Crisis Centre, mask making and discussion of gender stereotypes for women and
men, and how to deal with abusers as a community
10 people (all female), led by Jasmina
Dec 12, Oasis Alternative Secondary School, mask making while discussing survival, poverty and
resilience in relation to gender stereotypes
19 people (11 female, 8 male), led by Jasmina
Dec 13, Oasis Alternative Secondary School, mask making while discussing how gender stereotypes
can be both empowering and oppressive
20 people (11 female, 9 male), led by Jasmina
Dec 16, Toronto Rape Crisis Centre, mask making and holiday festivities
21 people (all female), led by Jasmina
Totals Participants = 104:
76 identified female
9 identified trans*
19 identified male

The process:
Using the art of mask-making participants explored issues of violence against women. The process
used to gather information about how art can be used as a tool to effectively explore gender was
through table conversation while working on the masks.
Through table conversations we were able to engage young women in the topic of how to create
art spaces and art programming that actively engages young people, in particular young women
including those identifying as trans*gender.
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The guiding questions:
1. Is art-making an effective tool to use for exploring gender issues and addressing issues of
violence against women?
2. How can art programs offered at SKETCH foster an environment of gender-inclusivity? And
address issues of violence against women?
3. How can successful awareness raising about violence against women and gender issues
happen at SKETCH or other co-ed spaces?
The findings
Redwood:
o Out of the 17 women everyone thought that art is a great way to explore issues around
gender. Some of the reasons given were:
● Anonymity and not having to expose yourself to criticism your art does the talking for
you.
● It offers protection you can create fantasy worlds that are not restrained by societal norms
● Art taps into the subconscious of everyone which can help people relate
o Fostering an environment of gender – inclusivity and addressing issues of violence
● All staff need to have an understanding and sympathy about the issues faced by women
● There need to be good rules in place
● Zero – tolerance for violence in the space
● Male staff who have a great understanding of sexism and are not afraid to speak out
● Women and trans* only spaces or times
● Skill building programs
● Child care and rape counseling
o Successful awareness raising
● November campaigns
● Art pieces in the studio that questions violence
● Peer-led workshops
Rainbow Conference:
o Out of the 15 participants everyone said yes
● Its fun and accessible
● It’s part of our everyday life
● Everyone’s doing it
● Form connections to other power-imbalances
o Fostering an environment of gender – inclusivity and addressing issues of violence
● Staff who can relate
● Staff who you can go to when being bullied
● Supportive staff
● Rules around safety
o Successful awareness raising
● Conferences like this one
● Murals done about violence against women on the city streets
SOY:
o Out of the 8 half said yes and the others said maybe:
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Art just for art is a great start into the conversation but there needs to be learning around
power structures in order for it to lead to any real change.
● The facilitators need to be well versed in heterosexism and hetero-normativity and cisgender privileged to help folks really understand why gender violence occurs and how it
happens everyday.
● Art is safe - but can sometimes be too safe and not push people outside of their comfort
zone
Fostering an environment of gender-inclusivity and addressing issues of violence
● All artists working at SKETCH need to have an analysis
● Staff need to enforce equity policies and be well-informed
● Take a look at violence against ALL women
● Trans*form society and you will trans*form SKETCH
● Have a power analysis at the end of each day to look at how cis-gender privilege is
working in different spaces.
Successful awareness raising
● Partnerships with the 519 trans* access
● Interactive poster campaigns
● Furniture creation for women fleeing violent relationships
● Gender nonconformity graffiti
● YouTube videos
●

o

o

The Analysis on Using the ARTS to explore Issues of Violence against Women
The findings from these workshops revealed that the arts could be effective and safe ways to explore
issues of violence against women, sexism, and other forms of gender issues. Art can either be the
expression, or used as a way to spark engaging conversations about gender. For art to be applied in
this manner it must be supported by informative staff and policies that can assist the learning of
participants and ensure the safety of those most vulnerable.
The findings also revealed that community art projects, events and campaigns to end violence
against women are examples of successful initiatives that SKETCH should be apart of to generate art
and conversations that will benefit the community.

Debriefing
Highlights from the Workshop – The conversations and the connections formed.
Challenges- Time: if we were to ever do these workshops again we would need at least 3 hours for
each one.
Going Forward- Most of the suggestions are practical and can really inform the programs and
trainings going forward.
The Evaluation of the sessions
We asked the participants 3 evaluation questions:
1. Did we meet the objective? (To make art and talk about gender issues through mask making).
2. How do you plan to use what you gained from today after you leave the workshop?
3. What is your understanding about gender and gender issues?
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SKETCH Inspiration Tag! Teasing Out the Strands of Violence
Mask Making the Spectrum through Art [75minutes] Workshop Outline
Objectives:
• To provide the arts materials that enable people to create something unique
• To give young people an opportunity to explore identities, gender and violence through mask-making
Introduction: [5 minutes]
1. Introduce facilitators & GBA
2. Introduce SKETCH – SKETCH is a community arts initiative that engages young people who are
experiencing poverty, by providing art supplies, space and training for young people in various art
mediums.
Icebreaker: [15 minutes]
1. Have everyone go around and say their name and something you would like to share about your
name. (1 minutes per person)
Main Activity: [45 minutes]
1. For the next hour we would like to recreate a little piece of what happens at SKETCH with you.
2. We will do this through the art of mask making.
3. This piece is called “Open Studio”- In open studio we invite you to choose where you want to be
a. Be alone and go through your own processes
b. Learn or teach a specific skill
c. Collaborative art-making
4. The theme we would like to explore today is “navigating the spectrum of identities” feel free to explore
what identity means to you, recognizing that all of us have intersecting identities.
5. We believe that art is trans*formative. Art can be political, Art can be personal & therapeutic, and a
catalyst for change. We encourage you to capture any interesting or inspiring conversations on flip
chart paper around you they also have some guiding questions for your table.
6. All right, lets make art!
7. There are premade masks that you can use and there are plaster strips for people to build on the
masks provided if they choose.
Conclusion: [5 minutes]
8. Share one word of your experience.
Notes: Host conversations about identity and gender while mask making
3 things we need to evaluate:
1. Did we meet the objective?
2. How do you plan to use what you gained from today after you leave the workshop?
3. What did you learn about yourself through this exercise? Consider all parts of your identity?
4. What is your understanding about Gender and gender issues?
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MICRO-AGGRESSIONS IN THE CLASSROOM
Joel Portman, Undergraduate Participant; Tuyen Trisa Bui, Undergraduate Participant; Javier Ogaz, Undergraduate Participant; and Jesús Treviño, Associate
Provost for Multicultural Excellence
Microaggressions in the classroom

Have staff read this document: then have a discussion as to the daily micro-aggressions, insults
that they have witnessed at work.
Micro-aggressions are defined as “brief and commonplace daily verbal, behavioral and
environmental indignities, whether intentional or unintentional, that communicate hostile,
derogatory or negative racial slights and insults that potentially have harmful or unpleasant
psychological impact on the target person or group.” (Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000)
Micro-insults are behaviors, actions, or verbal remarks that convey rudeness, insensitivity, or
demean a person’s group or social identity or heritage. (Sue, et. al. 2007)
Micro-invalidations are actions that exclude, negate, or nullify the psychological thoughts, feelings
or experiential reality of people who represent different groups (Sue, et. al. 2007).
Micro-aggressions cut across all social identities including race, ethnicity, religion, nationality,
sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, age, disability status, socio-economic class,
and other important social dimensions.
Examples of Micro-aggressions
•

Continuing to mispronounce the names of participants after they have corrected you time and
time again.
- “Is Jose Cuinantila here? I am here, but my name is Jesús Quintanilla.”

• Continually scheduling projects on religious or cultural holidays and not recognizing them
- “It has just been pointed out to me that I scheduled the mid-term during Rosh HaShanah, but
we are Ok because I don’t see any Jewish participants in the class.”
• Setting low expectations for participants from particular groups.
• Calling on, validating, paying and or, only seeking volunteers from one particular group
- “John there’s another show I want you to be apart of...it means more money.”
• Using inappropriate humor in program that degrades participants from different groups.
• Expressing racially charged political opinions in program assuming that the targets of those
opinions do not exist in program.
• Denying the experiences of participants by questioning the credibility and validity of their
stories.
- “I’ve never seen racism here. Are you sure it exists?”
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• Assigning projects that are heterosexist, sexist, racist, or promote other oppressions.
- “For the project, I want you to think about a romantic relationship that you have had with a
member of the opposite sex. Think and write about your observations.”
• Using heterosexist examples or sexist language in program.
• Assigning projects that ignore differences in socioeconomic class status.
- “For this project, you are required to visit four art galleries located in the downtown area.
The entrance fees.”
• Singling participants out in program because of their backgrounds.
- “You’re Black! Can you tell us why there is so much black on black crime?”
• Assuming that all participants are from the Canada and fully understand the English language
and culture (i.e., be aware that there may be International folks in program).
- “What do you mean you have never heard of The Cosby Show? Where have you been
hiding?”
• Asking people with hidden disabilities to identify themselves in program.
- “Let’s all of us read this poem out loud”
• Ignoring peer-to-peer micro-aggressions, even when the interaction is not course-related.
- “Don’t be retarded! That party this weekend was so gay.”
• Making assumptions about participants and their backgrounds: Assuming that all Latino
participants speak Spanish.
- “You’re Latino and you don’t speak Spanish? You should be ashamed of yourself!”
• Assuming that all African Canadians know about poverty and the “Ghetto.”
• Assuming that all Native Americans are knowledgeable about the 200 plus diverse tribes that
exist in the Canada.
• Forcing participants with non-obvious disabilities to “out” themselves or discuss them publicly.
“If anyone has a disability, raise your hand right now so that we can make special
accommodations for you.”

Suggestions for Addressing Micro-aggressions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Do not expect participants to be experts on any experiences beyond their own and do not
make them speak for their entire group (or others).
Do not assume that the groups that you are talking about are not represented in the
program.
Set high expectations for all folks.
Do not assume that all participants in your class have good command of the English
language or have intimate knowledge of Canadian culture.
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5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

When you are studying and discussing in class different group identities or issues related to
specific groups (immigration, same sex marriage, affirmative action), do not lock eyes with
a participant whom you think represents one of those groups. Your action assumes the
identities and opinions of the participants, potentially “outs” that participant, and puts the
individual on the spot. In addition, all the other participants in your program will also
notice what you are doing.
Work to create a safe environment for all identities in program by establishing ground rules
and expectations regarding discussions about and presentations on issues of diversity.
Understand that there is a risk of silencing participants who do not agree with your views.
As a faculty member, when you express your views to participants you are doing so out of
a position of power. That is, participants maybe afraid to express themselves given that
they know your position on an issue and that their grade maybe on the line. Similarly, be
aware of how balanced you are in challenging participant opinions that do or do not agree
with your own.
If you are going to bring in guest speakers, make sure that your objectives are clear in
bringing those individuals to program—clear to you, the class and the guest. If the reason is
to introduce a particular perspective, try to balance the discussion by inviting different
guest speakers with other perspectives.
It is ok to use humor in program. However, make sure that it is appropriate humor that
does not target or degrade any participant in the program or group of people overall.
Be cognizant that micro-aggressions are also directed by participants against other
participants. Be prepared to interrupt those incidents, too. Even if you are not sure how to
address the climate issue in the moment, it is appropriate program management to stop
problematic behavior immediately. You can follow up with individual participants or the
entire program later, after reflecting and/or consulting with colleagues on how best to do
so.
In those cases where participants do have the courage to contact you and point out that
they were offended by a remark that you made or an action that you undertook, listen to
them. As indicated above, given that you are in a position of power it probably took a lot
of courage for them to raise the issue with you.
Know that there are resources and networks that can help you.

